Abstract: A variety of metrics are commonly employed by map producers and users to assess and compare thematic maps' quality, but their use and interpretation is inconsistent. This problem is exacerbated by a shortage of tools to allow easy calculation and comparison of metrics from different maps or as a map's legend is changed. In this paper, we introduce a new website and a collection of R functions to facilitate map assessment. We apply these tools to illustrate some pitfalls of error metrics and point out existing and newly developed solutions to them. Some of these problems have been previously noted, but all of them are under-appreciated and persist in published literature. We show that binary and categorical metrics, including information about true-negative classifications, are inflated for rare categories, and more robust alternatives should be chosen. Most metrics are useful to compare maps only if their legends are identical. We also demonstrate that combining land-cover classes has the often-neglected consequence of apparent improvement, particularly if the combined classes are easily confused (e.g., different forest types). However, we show that the average mutual information (AMI) of a map is relatively robust to combining classes, and reflects the information that is lost in this process; we also introduce a modified AMI metric that credits only correct classifications. Finally, we introduce a method of evaluating statistical differences in the information content of competing maps, and show that this method is an improvement over other methods in more common use. We end with a series of recommendations for the meaningful use of accuracy metrics by map users and producers.
Introduction
Maps are in increasing demand for many business, government, and humanitarian applications. It is also increasingly recognized that map quality matters, a view reflected in the guidelines for many map production contracts that are issued by governments and other organizations [1] . However, stated accuracy requirements do not always guarantee high-quality or useful maps. Poorly constructed requirements may allow map producers to satisfy map commissioners' accuracy standards with a product that is not acceptable for map users. Map users, in turn, face a complex series of decisions when choosing a map product for their application [2] . Central to the decision-making process is the question of map value [3] , which itself depends upon the relative accuracy of maps under consideration and whether these differences are either statistically or practically different [4] . Map producers need to show to potential users and customers that their maps are of high quality; accuracy assessment is central to this process. Those who commission maps (such as government agencies) with a view toward diverse potential uses also have a stake in map assessment, and increasingly put accuracy requirements on producers. All of these stakeholders have an interest in accuracy assessment, but there are many ways to go about this process. In this paper, we focus on some pitfalls of choosing and implementing accuracy metrics. However, accuracy does not provide a complete picture of map quality, and we demonstrate some reasons why broader information-based metrics should be considered.
There are many metrics for assessing maps, and most thematic map products have been validated using at least one of these. However, this process is beset by many under-recognized pitfalls, even if the maps being compared report the same metrics. Each index has particular advantages and drawbacks. Over three decades of literature dispute, which metrics are appropriate under which circumstances, and even whether certain methods have any value at all [5] [6] [7] [8] . Metrics for assessing maps have been reviewed comprehensively elsewhere [9] , and we do not attempt to repeat this exercise. Here, we take the view that accuracy and quality are not the same thing, but rather that accuracy is one aspect of quality. We discuss some specific problems that arise in map assessment and how to avoid them. As has been previously shown (but not consistently recognized), the choice of classes in a legend, and in particular, the extent of their aggregation, has a big impact on overall accuracy [10] , a point we further elaborate in this paper. Accuracy guidelines are sometimes presented in a completely nonsensical way. For instance, the "Mapping Guide for a European Urban Atlas" thematic accuracy guidelines call for "Minimum overall accuracy for level 1 class 1 "Artificial surfaces": 85%" [1] . This shows confusion between overall and class-level accuracy, and as we demonstrate below, these types of class-specific measures can be biased by information that has nothing to do with the cover class under consideration. To help map producers and users navigate these challenges, we introduce 'Map Tools', a new web-based resource (tool.laco-wiki.net) for calculating map quality metrics and use it to illustrate some challenges of map assessment and comparison with a series of vignettes based on hypothetical map validation examples. Finally, we present solutions, both new and previously published, to these problems.
Thematic Map Quality Metrics
What are frequently called 'accuracy metrics' for maps and other purposes can be computed from a square confusion matrix (also known as an 'error matrix') in which rows typically represent classified categories, and columns reference categories (note however that some authors transpose the rows and columns of the error matrix [11] ). Each cell contains the number of points (or the proportion of points) with a particular combination of observed and reference land-cover categories. Correct classifications are on the matrix diagonal; incorrect pixels are off-diagonal [12] .
Accuracy metrics are intended for use either at a map-wide level in which an entire map is distilled into a single number, or at a category-specific level where each cover class is evaluated individually. Map-level metrics can be made into category-level statistics by collapsing the error matrix into a binary matrix for each category (a matrix that contains two classes, one for the category of interest, and another for everything else), and then calculating that metric on those binary matrices. Conversely, a category-level metric can be converted to a map-wide metric by averaging the categories' scores, weighted by the categories' proportions on the map, although this is not appropriate or meaningful for all metrics. In some cases map-wide and category-level versions of a metric have completely different names. We mostly focus on map-wide metrics in this paper, although we also address some types of category-level metrics. That we mention a particular metric in this section should not be taken as an implied endorsement. As we show later in the paper, many of these metrics are subject to misuse and some are unlikely to have any appropriate use at all.
The most basic metric, overall accuracy, is the proportion of pixels or points that are classified correctly. That is simply the sum of the confusion matrix diagonal divided by the sum of the entire confusion matrix. Although this is a map-level metric, it has a close relative at the category level, the "portmanteau" accuracy [13] . While overall accuracy is intuitive to grasp, it can be misused or misleading. The accuracy calculation is dependent on the choice of validation pixels; if these are not representative of the landscape, the computed accuracy value is biased [11] . This problem can be corrected through weighting by the observed frequency of each land cover type (see [11] , Equation 19 ). Overall accuracy is often criticized for making no correction for the number of pixels that can be expected to be classified correctly by chance alone [14] . The 'kappa' metric attempts to solve the problem of random chance agreement; it was introduced to account for the chance agreement of observed and reference categories [15] . Kappa can also be applied as a category-level metric, although it is less commonly used this way [16] . One attractive feature of kappa is that the formula for its variance is well known, allowing statistical testing of differences between maps' accuracies [12] , although in principle this can be done for other metrics. However, kappa and related metrics have been fiercely criticized for many reasons, most fundamentally for not adding any new information to basic accuracy assessment [8] .
User's and producer's accuracies are two metrics that provide related perspectives on class-level accuracy. User's accuracy is the proportion of points of a given classification that are validated to actually be in that class. Producer's accuracy is the proportion of points in a reference category that were classified that way. Both of these metrics are applied on a per-category basis, although see below for discussion of their map-wide application. Producer's accuracy is sometimes called the 'sensitivity' [17] . Another metric called 'specificity' complements sensitivity [17] . Specificity is essentially the producer's accuracy of classification outside of a particular category. In other words, it is the proportion of map pixels correctly classified in the 'no' category of a binary map.
Quantity disagreement' and 'allocation disagreement' are a pair of metrics recently proposed as an alternative to kappa-family indices [8] . These break overall error (equal to 1 − overall accuracy) into two parts. The authors who introduced these terms define quantity disagreement as "the amount of difference between the reference map and a comparison map that is due to the less than perfect match in the proportions of the categories" and allocation disagreement as "the amount of difference between the reference map and a comparison map that is due to the less than optimal match in the spatial allocation of the categories, given the proportions of the categories in the reference and comparison maps" [8] . Two recently introduced metrics further divide the allocation disagreement into components of "exchange" and "shift" [18] . The sum of allocation disagreement and quantity disagreement is equal to overall error. Formulas for these metrics on both category-specific and map-wide levels are given in [8, 18] .
A final family of metrics stems from information theory and evaluates average mutual information (AMI), or the amount of information shared between a set of classified and reference points [19] . This can be thought of as a measure of how much information the mapped classes provide about the actual classes on the landscape, and how much information is conveyed in the correspondence between the mapped and true classes. For instance, all else being equal, a map with more classes contains more information. Along the scale from less to more information-rich would be a simple map with one class containing all of the forested land, a medium-complexity map that divides this into evergreen and deciduous classes, and a detailed map that has many classes for the dominant tree species in a forest parcel. There are versions of this metric that take perspectives analogous to the user's or producer's accuracy, and can be computed at the map-wide or category level [19] . These values are not limited to the typical range of 0 to 1 and depend on the base of the logarithm used in the calculation. In this paper, we use a base 2 logarithm, for results in units of 'bits', although they can be converted to base e or base 10 units by multiplying by log e (2) = 0.693 or log 10 (2) = 0.301. AMI can also be normalized to the theoretical maximum amount of information possible given the distribution of categories in a map. This is known as the proportional (or percentage) average mutual information (PAMI [19] ). PAMI is the same regardless of logarithm base.
In this paper, we use Map Tools to highlight ways in which these error metrics can be, and are often misused when evaluating thematic map accuracy. We point out difficulties such as (1) how certain metrics can be manipulated by inflating the number of true negatives in an error matrix, (2) using cross-category averages of user's and producer's accuracies, (3) testing for significant differences in thematic map accuracy using the variance of the kappa metric, and (4) comparing accuracy metrics of maps with different legends. Finally, we introduce methods of statistically comparing information-theory-based metrics that add value to these already useful indices.
The Map Tools Website
The Map Tools website (tool.laco-wiki.net) provides a suite of thematic map accuracy resources in an easy-to-use format. All of the functionality described below is based on underlying code that is written in the statistical language R [20] , which is available at the Map Tools website. All of the metrics are based on error matrices that may be entered manually, copied, and pasted, or imported as comma separated (.csv) files. The website automatically calculates multiple accuracy metrics, both at the overall and categorical levels. For many metrics, a variance can also be computed to allow for statistical comparisons between maps. The variance can either be returned raw, which has uses such as testing differences among maps, or as a 95% confidence interval, which more intuitively represents the precision in the same units as the metric itself. The metrics can be calculated under simple random sampling or with stratification by mapped class (note that more complex stratifications, for instance, focusing on areas of likely mapping errors, are not currently supported). In the case of a stratified design, the mapped classes' relative covers are entered as weighting factors. The importance of using correct weighting based on sampling probabilities is well discussed elsewhere [21] , but can easily be illustrated using this feature. Simply change the weights, for instance from the default values to the situation where each class has equal area, and note how much the overall metrics change. The Map Tools website has a function to allow for easy exploration of how merging classes affects accuracy measures. This is done by clicking on the 'Merge Classes' buttons and using a drag and drop menu to group the categories of the original error matrix. An aggregated error matrix is automatically produced and displayed next to the original matrix along with accuracy statistics for the merged matrix (see Figure 1 ).
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Demonstrations of Some Under-appreciated Features of Accuracy Metrics
In this section, we use Map Tools to demonstrate some important but under-appreciated properties of map accuracy metrics. We also develop some new procedures for map accuracy assessment useful for producers and users of maps. Many of our following demonstrations are based on a hypothetical error matrix of 500 randomly sampled points, as seen in Table 1 . While this matrix describes a simple landscape map with only five cover categories, its simplicity serves to illustrate properties of accuracy metrics that may be less obvious in more complex maps. This matrix is loaded into the Map Tools website by default, and all of the following examples can be replicated with the help of the tools found there. This matrix can also be loaded by clicking on the 'Load Example 1' button at the top of the screen. 
True Negative Validations Inflate Some Categorical Accuracy Metrics
Category-level accuracy metrics are misleading if they show apparent improvement when additional points not in that category are correctly classified. This problem does not apply only to binary maps. It can arise when categorical metrics are computed by effectively collapsing an error matrix into a binary matrix, and remaining classes are collected into an 'everything else' class. This presents the possibility of manipulating the metric by inflating the number of true negatives, particularly for categories occupying only a small proportion of a landscape. We illustrate this situation by collapsing the above error matrix into a binary evaluation of urban and non-urban cover. This example can be demonstrated on the website by loading example 1 and merging the corresponding classes, as seen in Table 2 . Table 2 . A hypothetical urban/non-urban error matrix used in some examples in this paper.
Reference Class

Mapped class Urban
Non-Urban Urban
Here, the overall accuracy is (4 + 491)/500 = 99.0%. However, if there were fewer points correctly identified as non-urban cover, this value would be radically lower. Thus, most of the information contained in the figure of 99.0% has nothing to do with the category of interest. At least one published accuracy metric, the 'partial portmanteau' accuracy [13] , also known as the 'figure of merit' [22] , is robust to this source of bias. The basic 'portmanteau' accuracy is simply overall accuracy computed on a matrix collapsed to a presence/absence matrix of the cover type of interest [13] , the same calculation that gave the value of 99.0% value above. Partial portmanteau accuracy eliminates true negatives (the number 491 in our example) from the calculation, so is the number of correctly mapped points in a category, divided by the total number of points mapped or validated in a category. In our example, this value comes to 4/(3 + 4 + 2) = 44.4%. Some categorical accuracy metrics (e.g., user's and producer's accuracy/sensitivity) avoid inflation from true negatives simply because true negatives are not part of their calculations. Many other metrics are susceptible to this problem, including the previously mentioned portmanteau (but not the partial portmanteau) and specificity. These and other metrics that include true negatives will necessarily approach 100% for increasingly rare mapped classes.
Map-Wide Averages of User's and Producer's Accuracies Are not Meaningful
User's and producer's accuracies quantify the proportion of points classified in a category that are validated in that category and vice versa. It might seem desirable to have this information aggregated from the category to the map level. However, as we show below, and has been mentioned in at least one previous publication [23] , mean user's, and producer's accuracies are both equal to overall map accuracy when the averaging is weighted by the classified (user's) or reference (producer's) category frequencies. If the categories are averaged without weighting, the values obtained can differ from overall accuracy. However, it is unclear what meaning that these averages have when all cover classes, from very rare to the most common, are weighted equally. Even so, it is not hard to find published examples of averaged user's or producer's accuracies ( [24] [25] [26] ). Note that in some cases, the unweighted mean producer's accuracy of a binary matrix is sometimes called the 'balanced accuracy rate' ( [25] ).
Here, we show that average user's accuracy, when weighted by user's proportion of points in each cover class, is equivalent to overall accuracy. Analogous logic applies to mean producer's accuracy. Let E ij be an N by N error matrix with rows i = 1, . . . , N corresponding to counts of map classifications in category i, and columns j = 1, . . . , N to map validations in category j; E i indicates all of the values in row i of the matrix, and E j the entries in column j. When i = j, a classification is considered correct. Overall accuracy (This assumes a random sampling design, i.e. that the proportions in this matrix represent the true landscape proportions; corrections for different sampling designs are available elsewhere) is equal to the proportion of classifications on the error matrix diagonal [9]:
User's accuracy is the proportion of category i that is correctly classified:
The proportion (from the user's perspective) of points classified in each category i is given by:
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This result can also be demonstrated empirically with R code available from the Map Tools website. Take example the example matrix in Table 1 . It has an overall accuracy of 73.4%. The average of the five categories' user's accuracy values is 67.6%. However, inspecting the individual values, one notes that the more common categories (deciduous forest, evergreen forest, and cropland) all have an above-average user's accuracy. When weighted by the proportion of points that are classified into each category, the mean user's accuracy is found to be 73.4%, the same as the overall accuracy. The same can be shown for the producer's accuracy.
Combining Categories Shows Misleading Increases in Overall Accuracy and Kappa, but not AMI
When comparing competing maps can be done in a variety of ways [2] [3] [4] , but in the absence of specific values that are associated with different types of errors [3] , overall accuracy is often used to compare competing maps [27] [28] [29] . However, competing maps rarely share a common legend. In this case such comparisons may be misleading [6, 30] . Land-cover maps vary widely in their number of categories, ranging from two (for instance the urban/non-urban example above) to at least 44 in CORINE [31] . If a map has more categories, it may contain more information about land cover than a similar map with fewer categories, even if it has a lower overall accuracy [32] . However, we are unaware of any published method to make fair comparisons between the overall accuracy of such maps. Even when two maps seemingly share a category, definitions can differ, for instance, in the minimum tree cover or canopy height to qualify as a forest [21] . Although a few papers have noted that different land cover categories complicate map comparisons ( [6, 23] ), little consideration has been paid to the validity of such comparisons or to the circumstances in which fair comparisons can actually be made.
When a new map is created by combining categories of another map, it has been shown that the overall accuracy of the new map must be equal to or better than the original map [10] . While this result makes intuitive sense, it is unfortunately underappreciated, perhaps because it was originally articulated for maps depicting cover change. However, it applies to all circumstances where map categories are aggregated, not just to maps of cover change. As an example, consider what would happen if the 'evergreen forest' and 'deciduous forest' categories from the hypothetical error matrix (Table 1) were merged into a single 'forest' category. All of the points classified as the wrong kind of forest are now correctly classified, while there is no way for correct points to become incorrect. This raises the overall accuracy from 73% to 94%. The impact of class aggregation differs widely depending on which accuracy metric is used. To demonstrate this, we applied four class aggregation scenarios to two hypothetical error matrices. The first matrix is the one used in previous examples (Table 1 ; Example 1 on the website). The second is similar, but differs in having a more random distribution of errors among the categories-rather than evergreen forest being most commonly confused for deciduous forest, the errors are more evenly distributed among all of the categories (Table 3 ; this is Example 2 on the website). Six map-wide error metrics were calculated for these two matrices under four different scenarios: (1) no aggregation (all five categories); (2) aggregated to three categories: forest (deciduous forest and evergreen forest), agriculture (orchard and annual crops), and urban; (3) aggregated to a different set of three categories: trees (deciduous forest, evergreen forest and orchard), annual crops, and urban; and, (4) aggregated to two categories: urban and non-urban. Overall accuracy increased from 73.4% in the original map up to 99% in the binary urban/non-urban map (Figure 2A ). Allocation and quantity disagreement showed a very similar pattern to overall accuracy ( Figure 2B -note the pattern appears reversed because it is a measure of disagreement among the classified and reference points, rather than agreement as in overall accuracy). Quantity disagreement was an extremely small part of the overall error in these simulations since the relative proportions of the cover classes remained little changed, especially in the non-random error scenario ( Figure 2C ). Unlike overall accuracy, kappa proved robust to the aggregation of categories when error was random, except for the most extreme scenario (the urban/non-urban map). However, when aggregation was nonrandom, kappa increased substantially for some aggregation scenarios ( Figure 2D ). Unlike all of the other metrics evaluated, average mutual information (AMI) indicated a consistent worsening of the maps when categories were aggregated ( Figure 2E ). AMI gave slightly higher values when errors were biased toward similar classes, although the score was still much below the unaggregated map ( Figure 2E ). In contrast, proportional AMI (PAMI-sometimes also called 'standardized AMI') had a pattern similar to kappa, with a tendency toward improvement when the mapping errors were non-random, and toward worsening when the errors were more random among classes ( Figure 2F ). This is due to the informational advantage of having more classes and is not reflected by PAMI; this advantage is removed because the AMI value is divided by the highest possible AMI score when standardizing.
One potential drawback of AMI is that it is not a measure of agreement. However, this is less of a problem than one might expect. The fundamental issue here is that in this context, AMI is a measure of predictability of true classes given mapped classes. Thus, it is possible to have a high AMI score on a map that is entirely incorrect. Such a map can be produced by switching the class labels on an otherwise perfect map. The overall accuracy and categorical accuracies would all be 0, but the AMI would be high because it is easy to predict the true class from the (incorrect) mapped class. To contend with this problem, we created an adjusted AMI metric (see the ami.adj() function in our online code library) that only counts positive contributions from on-diagonal cells of the error matrix. This removes any contribution from predictable but wrong classifications. We performed these calculations for the scenarios above, and the result is visually indistinguishable from Figure 2E ; adjusted AMI values were Remote Sens. 2018, 10, 376 9 of 14 identical for the non-random error scenarios, and showed either no change or a small decrease of between 0.63-2.33% in the random error scenario. When a confusion matrix contains enough error for AMI to benefit from misclassification, user, and/or producer accuracies for the affected classes will also be very low, emphasizing the importance of not interpreting any metric in a vacuum. The patterns noted above have different consequences for different practitioners. Map producers may be interested in AMI if they create maps with more detailed legends than competing products. As demonstrated above (Figure 2A) , the disaggregation of categories leads to lower overall accuracy, but AMI will demonstrate the benefits of any additional information imparted by the detailed legend. For organizations commissioning maps, specifying a required AMI in situations where the precise legend is left to the decision of the producer. Map users may have less need for AMI. If their intended use is focused on one or a few classes of the map, then class-level accuracies are likely more informative, particularly if the costs of specific types of mapping errors are known.
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A formula for kappa's variance is well known, allowing for the calculation of statistical significance of differences between two error matrices. However, this property can be extremely deceptive. Under some circumstances, two error matrices that are derived from the same underlying data appear to be significantly different. To demonstrate this, we return to two error matrices used in the previous example-(A) the unaggregated five-class matrix seen in Table 1 , and (B) the matrix aggregated to = 2.47. The probability of getting a normally-distributed value greater than this by chance is p = 0.00671 (one tailed) or p = 0.0134 (two tailed), values considered to indicate moderately strong evidence by most standards. This apparently robust improvement in the map's accuracy (as seen in Figure 2D -the difference between the 'All' and 'T + C + U' matrices) is actually the result of the loss of information.
How to Calculate the Statistical Significance of AMI Differences
Because of the many well-known shortcomings of kappa [8] , it is desirable to have an alternative way to statistically compare map accuracy that does not rely on intuitive feelings about their differences. Here, we show that such calculations are also possible for AMI. To calculate the significance of differences among AMI values, it is necessary to estimate the variance of AMI. Fortunately, this result is available in the signal processing literature and does not have to be derived anew, although we are unaware of previous examples applying it to map assessment. Following our above notation, the variance of AMI under unstratified random sampling can be estimated as [33] :
where E i,j is an error matrix of counts (as above), and the total number of validated points is n = ΣE i,j .
With this information, it is possible to calculate a z-score for the difference between AMI for two matrices (A and B), which can then be used to calculate something akin to a p-value, analogous to the example with kappa:
To demonstrate the use of these formulas, we revisit the hypothetical error matrices used in the kappa comparison example from the previous section. The error matrix with five cover classes has a higher AMI (0.729) than the three-class matrix (0.399). Using the computed variances of AMI for these matrices, we find a z-score of 3.037, equivalent to p = 0.00239 (two-tailed). This stands in contrast to the difference in the opposite direction seen in the kappa example and correctly reflects the loss of information when classes are aggregated.
Recommendations
This paper has introduced the Map Tools website and used it to demonstrate some ways in which commonly used map accuracy metrics can be misinterpreted or misused, resulting in the loss of information that would otherwise inform map evaluations. Although papers detailing good practices for working with map accuracy are available and widely cited [34, 35] , some of these issues have not, to our knowledge, been noted previously. Others have been discussed in the literature, but remain sources of confusion in published studies [24] [25] [26] . For this reason, the examples that are presented here are a useful clarification of commonly held misconceptions. Some of these situations lend themselves to simple fixes; others are harder to contend with. In the remainder of this paper we discuss these accuracy reporting recommendations for producers and users of thematic maps.
Recommendation 1: Report raw error matrices and weight-corrected probability matrices. For map producers or others validating maps, validation reports should avoid throwing away or hiding potentially useful information. Most fundamentally, this means that reporting raw error matrices (counts, or proportions plus sample sizes to allow the reconstruction of counts) is essential, as is reporting precise details of the sampling design (were categories sampled randomly, in proportion to their occurrence on the map, or was sampling stratified to ensure representation of rare categories? If there was stratification, how much area was mapped in each class? This information will allow replication of weighted error calculations). Although related recommendations have been made before [34, 35] , it is not hard to find accuracy assessments that do not report any error matrices [36] . This information allows for potential map users to follow all of the recommendations below, and to calculate accuracy metrics in a way that is tailored to their particular needs.
Recommendation 2: Map producers should not aggregate legend categories. Aggregating categories results in a loss of information. Unless an aggregated category is of interest in its own right, this should not be done. We have demonstrated that even the aggregation of categories for the purpose of rendering maps' accuracies more comparable is rarely helpful. Instead, metrics based on information theory can provide a useful way to compare such maps. For agencies commissioning maps, it is important to specify not just an overall accuracy requirement, but also what legend this should be based on. Otherwise, producers can meet the requirement almost by accident by selecting an aggregated legend that helps them meet it.
Recommendation 3: Be aware of metrics that can be inflated by true negatives. Sometimes it is desirable to have category-specific information on map accuracy, or assess the accuracy of a binary map. However, map users should be aware of how true-negative values impact metrics, like overall accuracy and kappa. Possible solutions to this problem include the 'partial portmanteau' accuracy [13] . Since binary maps are typically created to identify areas of interest by maintaining one category, and lumping all others into a category of disinterest, simply computing user's or producer's accuracy on the category of interest is another possibility. When issuing a tender, overall accuracy is not a good quality guideline for binary maps; when one class is rare, it becomes a target that is almost impossible not to meet. Thus, metrics targeting the rare class of interest should be the basis of quality requirements imposed on map producers.
Recommendation 4: Do not average user's and producer's accuracies. This recommendation is quite straightforward. There is nothing to be learned from averaged values of user's and producers' accuracies. As we demonstrated, if they are averaged with weighting by class abundance, the result will be identical to overall accuracy. If not weighted this way, they can give a different value, but this is not meaningful information.
Recommendation 5: Avoid comparing overall accuracy of maps with different legends. While reporting of overall accuracy is commonplace, and use of overall accuracy to compare maps is frequent, it is not meaningful except in the rare case when the legends are identical. As we mentioned under recommendation 2, agencies, companies, and other organizations commissioning new maps should specify the legend used for calculating overall accuracy, and adjust their expectations in light of its relative complexity. A reasonable accuracy level for one legend may be virtually assured given another, simpler, legend. Map users are best served by either consideration of the costs of specific types of errors, or using information theory-based metrics for overall map comparison.
Recommendation 6: Use non-normalized AMI as an alternative to overall accuracy and kappa. The AMI metric has several useful properties. First, unlike other metrics, it tends to increase when a map legend is disaggregated, reflecting the value of the information imparted by additional categories. Second, it increases with increasing evenness among the categories, as common classes provide more information than rare classes. In addition to these two features, AMI usually reflects the proportion of points classified correctly (except on severely error-ridden maps, see Section 4.3). Further, AMI can be used to identify mis-labeled classes. While AMI has previously been used to assess how much information is shared between maps with different classes [17, 19] , we show here how to use it to compare the accuracy of two maps with dissimilar cover categories. Finally, it is possible to compute the variance of AMI, and therefore assess the statistical significance of differences among maps. This removes the last possible reason one could want to use kappa. However, it is important to remember that these advantages of AMI do not apply to proportional AMI. Our results show that PAMI lacks most of the desirable features of raw AMI, and as such provides results more like kappa than AMI (Figure 2) [9]. This is because PAMI cannot take into account how much information is provided by the division of categories because it is divided by the highest potential AMI score for the map's particular legend and mapped class distribution. As such, AMI should always be reported non-normalized.
In spite of these advantages, AMI still cannot be thought of as the 'perfect' map accuracy metric. Based on the advantages that are discussed above, we believe it to be the best way for map producers to compare the utility of their map with competing maps. However, it does not take into account potential cost differentials between different types of mapping errors. AMI is not a replacement for category-level metrics. From a user's perspective, other metrics may still be more useful, particularly in a project with clearly articulated goals concerning a small number of cover classes and known costs of false negative and false positive errors within those classes. Fortunately, developed methods are available for just this situation. While they are beyond the scope of this article, they typically assign a cost to different types of misclassifications, and use confusion matrices to sum these costs in an area of interest [3] .
Conclusions
As we have demonstrated in this paper, map accuracy metrics should not be used blindly, but rather with a particular objective in mind. There are many pitfalls to the application of accuracy metrics, some of which have been previously noted but not always recognized. Metrics grounded in information theory offer a promising avenue to compare maps with different legends or different definitions of categories within legends. Map validation reporting should follow the recommendations given here, and in particular, report raw error matrices and their sampling design so that any needed metric can be calculated by the prospective map user.
